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ON ISOTONE AND HOMOMORPHIC MAPPINGS 
FRANTIŠEK FIALA AND VÍTĚZSLAV NOVÁK ( B R N O ) 
Received October 16, 1965 
I n the paper there are given necessary and sufficient conditions for the set 
of all isotone mappings of an ordered set G into an ordered set G' to be equal to 
the set of all homomorphic mappings of the o-groupoid G into the o-groupoid G\ 
A non-empty set G will be called a partial groupoid if to certain pairs 
of elements a, b e G an element ab is assigned, the so called product 
of the element a with the element b. In what follows, the word "groupoid" 
will always denote "partial groupoid". 
Let G, G' be groupoids and let / be a mapping of G into G'. We say 
that / is a homomorphic mapping if / has the following property: if 
a, b e G and ab is defined then f(a) f(b) in G' is also defined and/(ab) = 
=/(*)/(&). 
A groupoid G will be called a commutative groupoid if the existence 
of the product ab implies the existence of ba and ab = ba. G will be 
called an associative groupoid if it has the following property: if for 
the elements a, b, c: 
1. the products (ab) c and be are defined, then the product a(bc) 
is also defined 
2. the products ab and a(bc) are defined, then the product (ab)c 
is also defined and in both cases (ab) c = a(bc). 
A groupoid G will be called an o-groupoid if G is commutative, as­
sociative and has these properties: 
1. for any a e G the product aa is defined 
2. if a, b e G and ab is defined, then ab = a or ab = b. 
Lemma 1. Let G be an o-groupoid. Put for any two elements a, b e G 
a g b if and only if ab = a. Then the relation ^ is an ordering relation 
on G. 
Proof. For any a eGwe have aa = a so that a <̂  a and the relation ^ 
is reflexive. If a, b e G, a ^ b and b S a then ab = a and ba = b. But G 
is commutative so that a = ab = ba = b and ^ is antisymmetric. 
Let a,b,c€G,a ^ b,b <: c. Then ab = a, be = b so that a(bc) is defined. 
As G Is associative the product (ab) c is also defined and we have ac -= 
= (ab) c = a(6c) = ab = a so that a <: c and S is transitive. Thus, g is 
really an ordering relation. 
If G is an o-groupoid and ^ is an ordering relation defined on G in 
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the same way like in Lemma 1 we say that <. is derived from the multi-
plication in G. This ordering relation will be denoted n. 
Lemma 2. Let Gbea non-empty ordered set with the ordering relation <.. 
* Then it is possible to define a multiplication on G so that G is an o-groupoid 
with respect to this multiplication, and that the ordering derived from this 
multiplication is the same as <. 
Proof. Put for any two elements a, 6 e G, ah = 6a = aoa <. b. 
Then G is a groupoid; this groupoid is clearly commutative. For any 
a € G there is a <. a so that aa is defined. If o6 is defined, then a, 6 
are comparable so that a ^ 6 or 6 <. a. In the first case we have a6 = a, 
in the second one a6 = 6. I t is left to prove that G is associative. Assume 
that a, 6, c are three elements of G such that (o6) c and 6c are defined. 
Then the elements a and 6, 6 and c and o6 and c are comparable. We 
shall distinguish two cases: 
1. 6 < c. Then 6c =- 6 so that a(6c) = a6 is defined; at the same 
time a6 < 6 <. c so that (a6) c = a6 and we have a(6c) = (a6) c. 
2.i6 g: c. Then 6c = c; if a <. 6 then a6 = a so that a(6c) = ac = 
= (a6) c is defined and a(6c) = (a6) c; if a *> 6 then a6 = 6 and a *> c 
so that a(6c) = ac is defined and a(6c) = ac = c = 6c = (a6) c. 
In a similar way one can prove that if a, 6, ceG and a6, a(6c) are 
defined then (o6) c is also defined and (o6) c = a(6c). Thus, G is an 
o-groupoid. If n is an ordering derived from the multiplication then n 
is equal to <, for 
anb <=> ah = a <=> a ^ 6. 
Hence "o-groupoid" and "ordered set" are equivalent concepts. 
We shall solve the following problem: Let G, G' be o-groupoids and 
let q be an ordering on G, q' an ordering on G' (these orderings are not 
necessarily derived from the multiplication). Denote / the system of 
all isotone mappings of (G, q) into (G'9 q') and H the system of all 
homomorphic mappings of the o-groupoid G into G'. Find the necessary 
and sufficient, conditions for I = H. 
We shall need the following lemma. 
Lemma 3, Let G, G' be o-groupoids, let f be a mapping of G into Gr. 
Let n, ri be orderings on G, resp. G* derived from the multiplication. 
Then f is a homomorphic mapping of G into G' if and only iff is an isotone 
mapping of (G, n) into (G\ 7t'\. 
Proof. Let / be a homomorphic mapping and let a, 6 e G, ajtb. 
According to the definition of n we have o6 = a. From this it follows 
f(a)f(b) =/(o6) = / ( a ) so that f(a) rif(b) and / i s isotone. Let / be an 
isotone mapping of (G, n) into (G\ ri) and let a, 6 e G, ab be defined. 
Then a6 = a or a6 = 6; assume o6 = a. Then a^r6 and hence/(a) rif(b) 
so that/(a)/(6) is defined and/(a)/(6) = /(a); this implies/(a6) = /(a) = 
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= / ( a ) / (b ) . Similarly we accomplish the proof in the case ah = b. 
Hence / is a homomorphic mapping of G into G'. 
Corollary. Let G, G' be o-groupoids, let Q, Q' be orderings on G, resp. G' 
and let n, ri be orderings derived from the multiplication on G, resp. G'. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(A) I-=H 
(B) The system of all isotone mappings of (G, Q) into (G'', Q') is identical 
with the system of all isotone mappings of (G, n) into (G', n'). 
For tha t reason our problem can be formulated in such a way: Find 
the necessary and sufficient conditions for the system I of all isotone 
mappings of (G, Q) into (G' Q') to be equal to the system In of all isotone 
mapings of (G, n) into (G', n'). 
The following lemma is clear. 
Lemma 4. Let (G, 0), (G', Q') be ordered sets. Let a e G, a', bf e G', 
a'Q'b', a' 4= bf. Put 
/b' for t e G. aot 
\a' for t e G, <iQt 
Then f is an isotone mapping of (G, Q) into (G', Q'). 
Lemma 5. Let G, G' be non-empty sets, lei Q, n be orderings on G, Q', n 
orderings on G' such that (G, Q), (G, n), (G', Q'), (G', n') are not antichains.1) 
Let IQ denote the set of all isotone mappings of (G, Q) into (G
f, Q'), In the 
set of all isotone mappings of (G, TC) into (G'', 71'). If n g 0 and Q' g n' or 
n g Q2) and Q g n' then IQ g In. If, moreover, n C Q or Q' C n' (n C Q 
or Q C n'), then IQ C In> 
Proof . Assume tha t n g Q and Q g n (the case n s Q and Q' S n' 
would be accomplished in a similar way). Le*feIQ, a,beG, anb. 
Then aQb so t ha t / ( a ) ^7(b) and hence/(a) nf(b). T h u s / e In and IQ g In. 
Assume now tha t n C Q, Q' S n'. Then there exist elements c, d e G 
such tha t CQd, end. Choose any elements c', d' e G' such tha t cfQfd', 
c' 4= d'. Then c'n'd' and if we put 
f(f\ —/d' f ° r t & G, cnt 
\cr for t e G, cnt 
then feln according to Lemma 4 but f(c)^=d', f(d) = c' so tha t 
f(c)Q'f(d) and feIQ. Assume tha t n g Q, Q C n'. Then there exist 
p', q' e G' such tha t p'n'q', p'Q'q'. Choose any p,qeG, pnq, p =f= q 
and put 
g(t) = /Q' f ° r * G ( ? ' W1 
\p' for teG, qnt 
*) An ordered set is an antichain if any two its distinct elements are incomparable. 
2) Q denotes a relation dual to Q (i.e. OQb <=> boa). 
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We have g e 1^ according to Lemma 4 but g(p) == p', g(q) = q' and 
9(P)6*9(Q) SO that geIQ. Therefore in both cases we have IQ c I„. 
If (G, Q) and (Q', Q') are ordered sets then we denote by the symbol If, 
' the set of all isotone mappings / of (G, Q) into (Gr, Q') such that 
card /((?) = 2. 
Now we shall prove the main theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let Q, G' be sets, let Q, TC be orderings on G, Q', n' orderings 
on Q' such that the sets (Q, Q), (G, TZ), (G'', Q'), (Gf, TZ') are not antichains. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(A) n g Q and o' G n' or n £ o and o £ n 
(B) IQ£I< 
(C) I*GI* 
Proof. (A) => (B) according to Lemma 5. (B) => (C) is clear. We 
shall prove (C) => (A). Assume Z| g l\ and let Q' %_ n', Q J n'. Then 
there exist either two elements a',b' eG' such that a'o'b', a' \\ n,b'
z) 
or four distinct elements a\, b\, a\, b\eG' such that a\o'b\, a\Qfb\, 
a\n'b\, b\n'a\. Suppose the first possibility. Choose any two distinct 
elements a,beG. If aob, put 
fit) = /**' ^or * e ^ ' ^ 
\ a ' for t e G, bqt 
If aQb, put 
fit) = / ^ ' ^or * G ^? a ^ 
\ a ' for teQ,aql. 
In both cases we have / e I* according to Lemma 4 and hence fel%. 
But in both cases/(a) \\„ff(G) so that a \\Jb. This implies that (G, TZ) is 
an antichain and this is a contradiction. Suppose now the second 
possibility. Choose any two distinct elements a,beG. If aob, put 
f it) •= /b'i ^or t e ^- M f m -= / 2̂ f o r * e ^ ' M 
Xa^ for t eG, bQt \a2 for t e 6?, bot' 
If ag6, put 
/ n\ _ >/*•[ for i1 e £, a^e * ^ = ^62 for £ e G, aQt 
\a'x for t e Q, aQt
9 \a2 for t e G, aQt * 
In both cases there is fx, /2 e i | and hence fx, f2e I\. But this implies 
a 11̂ 6 for a7t6, a@6 implies a'2 = /2(a) rc'/g^) = &2'
 r e sP- a7tb, aQb implies 
K = fi(a) rc'/i(&) = a i a n d bna, aob implies 6̂  =/1(6) n'fx(a) = a^, resp. 
8) a' \\ntb' denotes that the elements a', b' are incomparable in the ordering n' 
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bna, aQb implies a'2 = /2(b) n'j
%
2(a) = b'%. Thus, (G, TZ) is an antichain 
and this is a contradiction . Hence the assumption I| g I^ implies 
o' g n or o' g, S ' . Assume now o' g rc' and let TZ £ Q. Then there 
exist elements a,b eG such tha t anb, aQb. Choose any distinct elements 
a' , b' e G' such t h a t a 'o 'b ' and put 
f(t) -= / ^ ' ^ o r ^ e ^ a o ^ 
\ a ' for t e G, aQt 
Then fel%, / e I i ; and this is a contradiction. Assume tha t o' g Jc' 
and tha t err ^ o. Then there exist elements a,beG such tha t ajrb, b~Qa. 
Choose any distinct elements a', b' e G' such tha t a'o'b' and put 
f(f\ _ / b ' for teG,bot 
\a' for t e 6r, b£l 
T h e n / e I j , / e i-; and this is a contradiction. Thus, the assumption 
I^ g I~ implies ^ g o and o' g TT' or jr g Q and o' g TZ'. 
Corollary. Let G, G', o, o', TT, TT' satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(A) o = TZ ancl o' = ri or o = 5r anrf o' = 5&' 
(B) / , = / „ 
(C) / | = 1I 
This corollary together with Lemma 3 gives the solution of our problem: 
Theorem 2. Let G, Gf be o-groupoids, let o, Q' be orderings on G, resp. G' 
and let TZ, n be orderings derived from the multiplication on G, resp. G'. 
Do not let the sets (G, Q), (G, TZ), (G', O') , (G', TZ') be antichains. Denote 
by I the system of all isotone mappings of (G, o) into (Gf, Q'), H the system 
of all homomorphic mappings of G into Gf and I2, resp. # 2 the system of 
all isotone, resp. homomorphic mappings f such that card f(G) = 2. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(A) o = TZ and o' = n' or Q = TZ and Q' = TZ' 
( B ) I = # 
(C) I2 = # 2 
Note 1. Let (G, o) be an antichain. Then H g I. If (G, TZ) is also an 
antichain then I = H. 
Proo f . L e t / e # . As (G, o) is an antichain, each mapping of (G, o) 
into (G\ Q') is Isotone. Thus, / e I and # g I. If (G, TZ) is an antichain 
then each mapping of G into G' is homomorphic so t h a t also I g H 
and we have I = H. 
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Note 2. Let (G', Q), (G', n) he antichains. Then I = H if and only 
if (G, Q) and (G, n) have the same components.*) 
Proof. A mapping/of (G, Q) into (G', Q), where (G'. Q') is anantichain, 
is isotone if and only if/ maps each component of (G, Q) onto a one-point 
subset of (Gf, Q'). The same holds for a mapping g of (G, n) into (Gf, 7t') 
where (G', n') is an antiehain. From this follows our statement. 
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4) A subset H of an ordered set G is connected if for any two elements a, b e H 
there exist elements t0t tl9 ..., tneH such that t0 = a, tn = b and ti^1, tt are 
comparable for i == 1, . . . , » . A component is a maximal connected subset of 0. 
